Decentralized risk-hedging platform
for ICO and cryptocurrency investors
We:
— Protect investors against crypto economy risks,
— Save money invested into ICOs and cryptocurrencies,
— Use an advanced scoring model for ICO projects.

What we do
For ICO investors
DeHedge hedges the initial exchange rate of project tokens. If the rate falls during the
hedging period, DeHedge reimburses the initial o ering price in exchange for the project
token. Thus, your maximum losses are equal to hedging compensation.

For cryptocurrency traders
DeHedge o ers protection against exchange rate falling on cryptocurrency exchanges. If
the rate falls during the hedging period, DeHedge automatically pays back the hedging
compensation. Your maximum losses are equal to hedging compensation.

Type of hedging
Hedging for Initial Coin O ering (ICO)

Hedging for token exchange rates

Against project cancellation. Against exchange
rate falling below the initial o ering price.

Against exchange rate falling within the
hedging range of exchange rate changes.

How it works: Hedging for ICO investments
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Step 2: Automatic Pay Out
In case of a hedged event, DeHedge automatically
pays out. DeHedge allows hedged users to customize
their payout settings.

How it works: Hedging for token exchange rates
Step 1: Investments and Hedging
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Step 2: Automatic Pay Out
In case of a hedged event, DeHedge automatically
pays out. DeHedge allows hedged users to customize
their payout settings.

DeHedge or Ether tokens.

Technology

The value of hedging
liabilities corresponds
to the fund’s coverage

Any indemnified transaction is reserved by a smart contract
and coverage is formed to suit it, ensuring full reimbursement
of losses incurred by the investor.

DeHedge misson
DeHedge’s smart contracts ensure financial sustainability of the platform.
In case of an event liable for hedging, DeHedge compensates its token owners
automatically and in full.

To create novel hedging instruments
for protecting cryptocurrency and
blockchain investors

DeHedge uses a unique project scoring model based on multiple parameters.

Why DeHedge ICO
DeHedge tokens sold during the
initial o ering will be used as
hedging reserves to cover future
hedging compensations.

Learn more about DeHedge

dehedge.com

help@dehedge.com

